Introduction
Hearing loss is the most common sensory deficit and limits social life; 60% of idiopathic prelingual hearing loss has a genetic basis, most of them being nonsyndromic.
1-3 It is estimated that over 100 genes may be involved in nonsyndromic genetic deafness, and of these, $80% are associated with autosomal recessive, 15% autosomal dominant, 1 to 3% chromosome X, and 0.5 to 1% mitochondrial mutations.
4,5
The nonsyndromic hearing loss with a recessive pattern of transmission is characterized by prelingual sensorineural hearing loss, of severe or profound degree, and the dominant pattern of transmission can be conductive, sensorineural, or mixed, postlingual, and of progressive character. 6 The first locus for nonsyndromic autosomal recessive hearing loss was identified in 1994 on chromosome 13q11-22. In 1997, the gene GJB2 (gap junction β2) was identified; it encodes the protein connexin 26, the first nuclear gene related to syndromic deafness.
GJB2 gene is involved in both dominant and recessive nonsyndromic deafness. Among the cases of autosomal recessive pattern deafness, the 35delG mutation, which corresponds to the loss of a guanine base in the DNA sequence of the GJB2 at the 35th position, stands out. 10 The 35delG mutation is present in 80% cases in which GJB2 is involved, which makes the study of this mutation very important.
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According to Piatto et al, 11 interest in the prevalence and types of mutations that cause nonsyndromic hearing loss in Brazil, with sample population studies, led to a newborn genetic screening program across the country. This program could lead to significant cost reduction and improvements in public health. The viability and benefits of screening for mutations in the connexin 26 gene are now beginning to change the diagnostic evaluation and identification of the etiology of hearing loss. In addition to the traditional audiological tests like audiometry, tympanometry, otoacoustic emissions, evoked auditory brainstem, among others, recent studies show the importance of early identification of etiology of hearing loss through genetic studies. The objective of this study was to identify the occurrence of 35delG mutation in the GJB2 gene in patients with nonsyndromic sensorineural hearing loss and first-degree relatives with and without hearing loss. The clinical criteria for eligibility of the sample with nonsyndromic sensorineural hearing loss included meeting at least one of the following conditions: congenital, indeterminate etiology, no risk indicators for hearing loss in the neonatal period, with familial recurrence.
Methods
The study included 72 patients, 67 with nonsyndromic sensorineural hearing loss and 5 with normal hearing. These cases were divided in groups as follows. Group A included 58 cases with hearing loss, 33 females and 25 males, with ages ranging from 1 to 73 years. Group B included 9 cases (firstdegree relatives of group A) with sensorineural hearing loss, 6 females and 3 males, with ages ranging from 8 to 58 years. Five individuals (first-degree relatives of group A, one male and four females, with ages between 13 and 38 years with normal hearing) were included in the study because only they had normal hearing in the family and, according to the literature, the appearance of the 35delG mutation in heterozygosis does not necessarily cause hearing loss in the individual. 10 Thus these individuals formed a new group, group C.
The "test of genetic deafness"-35delG mutation screening of GJB2 gene on chromosome 13q1-examines the region of the connexin 26 gene by polymerase chain reaction (PCR); the test checks whether the region shows the most common mutation in cases of genetic deafness, the 35delG mutation, which occurs on the long arm of chromosome 13. It is called the "hot spot" of the gene, a place susceptible to modify, probably because of the deletion of the guanine base. It is a safe and fast test.
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Molecular analysis of the GJB2 gene was done as patented by researchers related to Campinas State University for extraction of DNA on filter paper and performing PCR to identify the 35delG by the DLE laboratory (Diagnostic Laboratory Specialized, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Before DNA extraction, two perforations of 3.0 mm were assigned to each patient and then separate DNA was extracted. At the end of the extraction process, the target DNA remained on the filter paper, and all cell debris and other potential inhibitors of the reaction were removed. For PCR, two reactions were assembled separately, one to specific primers for the normal pattern and another specially designed for the identification of the mutation studied. Reactions were prepared in volumes of 30 μL, and positive and negative controls were used for the validation routine. The amplification products were subjected to electrophoresis on 1.5% agarose gel with 1 Â Thermocycler Applied Biosystem (TBE) buffer, at 9 V/cm. In parallel, a fragment size marker was used ads a parameter for the electrophoretic run. The alleles of each sample were visually identified by exposure to ultraviolet ray light after staining with ethidium bromide.
Analysis results were described by the DLE laboratory as "normal" when the 35delG mutation was absent and "abnormal" when heterozygous or homozygous 35delG mutation was present.
Results
The data were submitted to a descriptive statistical analysis. The majority of the patients of this study were white, with asian, black, and mixed less frequent (►Table 1).
Audiological tests showed all subjects in groups A, B, and C had tympanometry type A; they did not show changes in the middle ear. Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions and 
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distortion product results were similar for groups A and B, $90% of nonresponses. Group C showed 100% presence of both emissions transient and product of distortion. Pure tone audiometry showed 100% of ears in group C had normal hearing, and groups A and B had predominantly sensorineural loss in moderate to profound degrees. The majority of group A participants had deafness before language development, and in group B, the hearing loss started late (►Table 2). The screening of the 35delG mutation showed that most subjects in the three groups had negative results, but two cases in groups A and B had positive results with 35delG heterozygous GJB2 and only one case, in group A, had positive result with 35delG homozygous GJB2 (►Table 3).
Discussion
Breakthroughs in genetic research into hearing made clear the importance of studies of mutations in the gene GJB2, due to the ease of detection of mutations in the connexin 26, which causes injury to the inner ear and thus can lead to the onset of hearing loss. In our study, 72 individuals were evaluated, and the results of genetic screening for the 35delG GJB2 mutation revealed five mutations with a prevalence of 1:14. The occurrence of variations found between other studies could be explained by differences in populations, methodological criteria, or perhaps ethnic heterogeneity of the population. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Therefore, it is important to create a multicenter initiative that will address the issue genotype/ phenotype-related deafness in the Brazilian population. In our study, through genetic screening of 35delG Cx26, we found four heterozygous mutations, three of them occurring in the same family: father (38 years), mother (28 years), both from group C, and son (5 years), from group A, affected. In this family, in relation to audiological findings, the parents had normal hearing and the (single) child had prelingual, severe, bilateral, sensorineural hearing loss. This emphasizes the importance of counseling, because the risk of recurrence of the genotype is imminent. The other heterozygous mutation was found in a 38-year-old woman from group A, with prelingual, moderate, bilateral, sensorineural hearing loss; in this case, the 35delG mutation was also screened in her deaf twin sister, but the result was negative. Hoffman et al reported the genetic and audiological profile of three brothers, all with prelingual, moderately severe, sensorineural hearing loss and found the same genetic diversity, two with 35delG mutation in heterozygosis and one without this change.
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The only mutation found in 35delG homozygotes in our sample was in a 20-year-old man from group A, with prelingual sensorineural hearing loss of a severe degree in right ear and profound on the left. In this case, there was no recurrence of familial hearing loss, but it was not possible to evaluate the patient's first-degree relatives with normal hearing. However, it is possible to suppose the presence of Cx26 mutation 35delG in the patient's normally hearing parents, as the literature still shows no consensus on the correlation between the 35delG mutation and the presence, severity, or progression of hearing loss. 10 The presence of the 35delG mutation in the heterozygous Cx26 gene does not mean that the individual is deaf. 10 Therefore, this suggests that there are other factors that modify the effects caused by the 35delG GJB2, possibly variations in other genes that compensate for the dysfunction of connexin 26 in the cochlear function.
The homozygous Cx26 35delG, in general, affected individuals with prelingual profound deafness, consistent with our finding. However, it is known that at birth the phenotype can vary from normal hearing to profound deafness, and, moreover, different degrees of hearing loss can be observed in individuals of the same family and with the same genotype. Given these facts, genetic counseling of individuals with the 35delG mutation becomes very important and also very problematic, as in general the degree and onset of hearing loss cannot be predicted based on the mutations found, so further studies in different populations are necessary to establish the relationship of genotype/phenotype to this mutation under study.
Hearing has an unquestionable importance to the development of conceptual processes that support human thought. In addition to individual effects, hearing loss has a substantial impact on social and economic development of communities and countries, in all ages and both sexes, and can cause significant social problems, especially isolation and stigmatization. Therefore, to prevent and minimize the effects of hearing loss in the population, it is necessary to find ways to make difference.
Conclusions
It was possible to investigate the mutation in the population studied, the research of the 35delG mutation was found to be easy to perform and inexpensive, and it is necessary to investigate other genes related to hearing loss.
